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8.2.22 In Control (Reveal Data Systems) 

InControl is a disruptive technology that will change the way you do business. Having 
a superior eDiscovery platform helps clients save time and money while preparing for 
litigation, performing a criminal investigation, or preparing for a merger. But even with 
the flexible and easy-to-use InControl system, discovery still takes a significant amount 
of time. Reveal Data provides the advanced intelligence solutions needed to maximize 
efforts during discovery and investigation. InControl’s fully integrated analytics can be 
used at any point in a workflow, on any project, to help our clients identify patterns in 
their data, glean critical insights, and to focus their efforts to get to review faster. Our 
analytics empower legal teams to create the best strategy for success and close their 
investigation faster. Our platform can be installed on a client server or used in the 
cloud, giving legal teams the freedom to work on eDiscovery anywhere at any time. 
The cross-browser compatibility and support for multiple languages ensures our clients 
have the ultimate freedom.  

Our suite of offerings includes: 

Forensic collection. Reveal Data employs a team of forensic data specialists who are 
at the ready to help uncover the information needed. We have designed the InControl 
Crawler in parallel with our advanced methodology to uncover the forensic data, 
wherever it lives. Our in-house specialists can also provide expert testimony or help to 
secure it from other appropriate experts.  

InControl Crawler is an innovative enterprise search platform that provides the 
flexibility to find the data needed when needed. This advanced network search solution 
facilitates quick and easy searching across large data repositories, both locally and 
remotely. Our comprehensive platform works for businesses of every size and type 
that traffic in large volumes of data. It improves organisation, finds documents fast, 
creates comprehensive reports, and preserves unstructured user-created data for 
litigation holds and more. 

Early case assessment. Our ECA tools help our clients to gain a better understanding 
of the challenges and weaknesses in their case with an early case assessment that 
they can use to formulate a stronger strategy. Our tools include data deduplication, 
near duplication, email threading, bulk tagging/coding, extraction of metadata and text, 
and culling and filtering data by keywords, dates, people etc. Using our ECA tools, 
Reveal can save the customer time, effort and significantly reduces costs. 

Processing. InControl streamlines discovery and helps litigation teams process all the 
data and evidence without having to move between multiple systems, speeding up 
workflows and reducing risk. Our specialists oversee processing of a case from start 
to finish, using the right technology and framework for its specific needs. 

InControl has everything needed to categorise and sort data to easily identify the most 
important information in the case. This presents smarter insights so legal teams can 
see the overarching facts in the case and create the strategy that leads to success. 
The InControl Processing engine integrates seamlessly with the InControl review 
platform, allowing clients to use one system for all of their data. 

Accelerated Review. We recognise that corporate legal departments are under 
increasing pressure to control costs and to achieve greater cost predictability which is 
no easy task in the era of big data. Data volumes have exploded and document review, 
traditionally one of the largest percentages of a litigation budget, can seem 
insurmountable regardless of resource allocation. Given these challenges, we have 
integrated Technology Assisted Review (TAR) and data visualisation functionality 
within the InControl eDiscovery Platform to accelerate the document review process. 
This advance technology uses Advanced Text Analytics and Continuous Active 
Learning to determine responsive and non-responsive documents sets. 
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InControl Accelerated Review (IAR) and data visualisation uses machine learning to 
find relevant documents based on input provided by human users. By a user reviewing 
and tagging a small portion of the data set IAR uses document tags to train a ranking 
algorithm that orders the documents from most to least likely to be relevant. Unlike 
traditional linear review, Accelerated Review allows the managing attorney to 
determine that a review is complete without requiring ‘eyes on’ review of every 
document. The managing attorney has the ability to monitor the decisions being made 
by reviewers in near real-time to more effectively control a pool of document reviewers. 
They can quickly identify issues and refine the review protocol in the early stages, 
before costly re-review becomes necessary. Using IAR, we offer real-time reporting 
which shows the accuracy of the trained model on-the-fly. 

IAR provides lawyers with the ability to eliminate human review for large percentages 
of a document collection – often as much as 90%, potentially shaving millions off a 
company’s legal spend. 
Online review. The InControl software is flexible, reliable and customisable with a user 
friendly interface. It is cross browser compatible meaning that InControl can be 
accessed and used in the office, or at home on an iPad using any internet browser. 
There are no add-ons or installs required, it just works! This mobility allows teams to 
maximise their time and provides access to the information whenever and wherever it 
is needed. Our review platform helps to keep our clients InControl of the entire 
document review process. Users experience day one productivity with minimal training. 
InControl has full production capabilities including redactions and stamping. 

Transcript Manager. InControl has a fully-integrated Transcript tool. Once a transcript 
is uploaded as a text file, a reviewer has the ability to search by page and line, highlight 
and tag key portions of the transcript, and hyperlink exhibits or other documents within 
the case. 
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